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SIDE RESTRAINTS
You’ll never pay to replace a side restraint

Engineered for extreme durability. Crown’s folding side restraints are the toughest available. Guaranteed.

Crown understands tough applications from dock work to transporting or stock keeping. When impacts occur to forklift trucks equipped with folding platforms, the folding side restraints are often damaged, sometimes beyond repair.

Walk into any busy application and you’ll quickly spot the problem; bent, broken, malfunctioning or missing side restraints are all too common. Unless it’s a Crown.

We’re so confident in the strength and durability of our folding side restraints that we’ve guaranteed them for the life of the vehicle*.

Built for the real world

All folding platform side restraints are not created equal. Many use light-weight tubing and plastic mounting clips. They easily bend or break and can cost over 500 Euros to repair.

Now look at Crown’s design. Heavy-wall steel tubing. Rugged, machined metal C-clamps. Restraints that pivot up and down, not towards the operator. Highly visible safety orange colour.

Heavy-duty side restraints feature 50 mm diameter heavy-wall steel tubing and rugged C-clamp mounting system.

*Includes parts and labour to repair or replace side restraint and mounting clamps for the original owner. Soft cushions (wear item) not included.

Tired of being told damage is not covered by the truck warranty?

With Crown, damage billing for side restraints is a thing of the past.

Strength and durability to survive in the real world. Guaranteed.
Because Crown is continually improving its products, specifications are subject to change without notice.
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